If your name is misspelled, or missing, PLEASE let us know! Contact Abby Kriegsman at abby@loavesandfishes.org or call 704-594-5771.

Anonymous (1)  JP MorganChase
Bank of America  McHenry Foundation, Inc.
Brunnemer Family Foundation  Merancas Foundation
Camso USA, Inc.  Myers Park Presbyterian Church
Christ Episcopal Church  Myers Park United Methodist Church
COVID Response Fund  Pamlico Capital Fund
Elevation Church  Providence Day School
Eric and Lori Sklut  St. Matthew’s Catholic Church
George W. and Ruth R. Baxter Foundation  The James Family Foundation
Holy Comforter Episcopal  Trinity Trust

Hunger Fighters - Organizations

ADP  Assistance League of Charlotte
Albemarle Foundation  Auto-Owners Insurance
Alexander Graham Middle School PTO  Baird Foundation, Inc.
Alexis Foundation  Beacon Partners
Allagash Brewing Company, Inc.  Bernard Robinson & Company, LLP
Ally  The Berryhill Foundation
Alpha Alpha Chapter - Alpha Pi Chi National Sorority, Inc.  BlackRock
AmazonSmile Foundation  Blair Road United Methodist Church
AmeriSource Bergen  Brunnemer Family Foundation
Apple, Inc.  Caldwell Memorial Presbyterian Church
Hunger Fighters - Individuals

Anonymous (733)
Ethel Aaron
Esther and Mohamed Abdel-Hameed
Wedge and Deborah Abels
Jana Able
Phyllis and William Acton
Bates and Emily Adair
Jonathan and Frances Adams
Margaret Aderholdt
Katherine Adiong
Ayo and Brittany Adisa
Patrick Adkisson
Matthew Agostinelli
Luis and April Agosto
Melissa Alba
Amanda Albury
David Alder
Kimberly Aldridge
Crystal Alexander
Diego Alexander
Jason Alexander
Mary Alexander
Thomas and Nancy Alexander
Omar Ali and Sumaiyah Alqattan
Angela Allen
Michael Allen
Troy and Julia Allen
Ryan Allison
Paul Alt
Vincent and Lin Altamura
Henry and Joanne Altenweg
Suzanne Alvarez
John Ames
Aman and Lisa Amin
Rit and Sonia Amin
Audrey Amodeo
Allen and Mary Amos
Brittany Anderson
Travis and Lisa Anderson
Jeff Anderson
Katharine and Thurston Anderson
Kimberlee Anderson
Michelle and Gary Anderson
Patti and Gene Anderson
R. Anderson
Vernon and Gloria Anderson
Virginia and John Anderson
Ross Andresen
Arlene Andrews
Marjory and Mary-Beth Angus
Robert Antista
David Antonuccio
Leonie and James Appel
Sadashiv Vinayak and Ellen Apte
Salimah Arab
Frank and Mary Ann Archer
William and Ellen Archer
Cris Areskog
Sandra Arey
Steve and Priscilla Argeris
Nathan and Molly Arledge
Marvin and Marilyn Armstrong
Hayley Arning
Marie Arrington
John Arrowood
Shirlyn Artero
Chery Artman
Ernest and Evelyn Ascherman
Hugh Ashcraft
Sylvia Ashcraft
Linda Ashendorf
Steve and Lyn Ashley
Maria Athey
Paul Atkinson
Catherine Atwood
Mei Au-Yeung
Madeleine Audet
Jerry Austin
Cheryl Axland
Jim and Mary Lou Babb
Patty Babb
Ann Babcock
Mary Babcock
James and Carrolyn Baber
Brian Babin
Scott and Anne Bagwell
David and Bailey
Will and Angela Bailey
David Baird
Richard Baisley
Jay Baitz
Nelson and Nancy Baker
Richard and Mollie Baker
Marty and Trish Baker
Matthew and Baker
Mohamed Bakerywala
Michael and Jane Balbirnie
Christina Baldauf
Byron and Ann Baldwin
Dick Bales
Robert and Gary Bales
Casey and Katey Balikian
Denise Ballenger
Justin Balletta
Libby Ballew
Sonya Bamberg-Wernich
Daniel and Donna Bancroft
Amy and Michael Bandelier
Eric and Elizabeth Banks
Zakieya Banks
Juliiann Bannon and Peter Humphery
Brian and Elizabeth Barger
Frances and Stephen Barger
Sherry and Richard Bargoil
Joan Bark
Howard and Sylvia Barkley
Anastasia Barkova
Elise Barksdale
Sherri Barnes
Anne Barnett
Teresa and Michael Barnette
Jeffrey Barninger
Christian and Julie Barr
Scott and Liz Barr
Huberta Barrett
Katherine and Fitz Barringer
Mara Barrios-Malabad
William and Erin Barron
Catherine Barry
Marti and Larry Bartelt
Michael Barto
Jennifer Basquin
Donald and Jean-Marie Bass
James Bastian
Joshua and Abby Batson
Joan and Lloyd Baucom
Wanda Baucom
Corey Bauer
Lavon Bauer
Patrick Bauer
Sarah Bauer
Walter and Ellen Bauer
John and Carol Baxter
Lincoln Baxter and Helen Fowler
Jeffrey Beach
Amanda Beacham
Pinkney Beal
Sue Beam
Deborah Beany
Mark Beard
Becky Becherer
Bert and Teresa Beck
Frederick and Marjorie Becker
Mary Jo and William Becker
David and Pamela Beers
Jeffrey and Rebekah Behnke
Damon Bell
Emerson Bell
Helen Bell
Sueann Belmonte
Crystal Bencken
Timothy and Michelle Bendel
Barbara Bender
Wade and Susan Bennett
Julian and Patricia Bennett
Kristi Bennett
Nadine Bennett
Tonya Bennett
Tor Patrick Bennstrom
Steven and Beth Benson
Steve and Nancy Benton
Edwin and Barbara Berlin
Hillary Bernard
Sherry Bernardo and Donald Neil
Cindi and William Bernart
Katharine Bernart
John and Hailey Bernat
Lisa Ann Berryhill
David Bertram
Kim Bertram
Nikki Bertucci
Jason and Leigh Bessire
Patrick and Emily Best
John and Mary Beuker
Allison Bickett
Elizabeth Bieber
Doris Bienz
Jeff and Lee Bierer
Amanda and William Bigham
Richard Bigham
Sekiya Billman
Lisa Bilski
Scott and Julie Bingler
Buck and Betty Blankenship
Lori Blasdell
Gregory Blevins
Irma Blocke
Joseph Bloomfield
Julie Blum
Alan and Rosalie Blumenthal
Gary and Beth Bobb
Steve and Mary Boehm
Bob and Rebecca Boeschel
George and Emily Bohmfalk
Adam and Dawn Boitnott
Sally E Bolles
Claudia Bonfili
Emilie Booher
James Boone
William and Elaine Boone
Elizabeth Boonsue and James McDermott
Luke and Rhoxie Booth
Jose Borbor
Glen and Sharon Borden
Marilyn Borrelli
Kevin Bosch
Lara and Bosies
Andy and Mindy Bostick
Lynne Boswell
Jaime Bosworth
Helen Bova
Brittany and Ben Bowab
Jennifer and Jeremy Bower
Carlton Bowers
E. Thomas Bowers
Robby and Laura Bowers
Tom and Cathie Bowers
David and Karen Bowman
Lee Boyd
Sandra Bradford
Cathy Bradley
Doris Anne Bradley
Julie Bradlow
Carolina Brady
Robert and Janice Brady
Lorene Brannon
Anna and Dane Brantley
Lee and Anna Brashear
Stephanie Brathwaite
Hannah Breed
Cathy Breeden
Gail and Joseph Breen
Kim Breland
James Brennan
David Brenneman
Christine Brenner
Penny and James Breslin
Punky Brick
Joseph and Anna Bridgeman
James and Mary Bridges
Al and Treva Bridges
John Briggman
Larry and Marion Briggs
Gregory and Lorri Briner
Robert and Amy Brinkley
Neal Brislin
James and Jan Brittain
Justin and Amy Brittain
Zsa Zsa Broadus
George Brockelbank
Terry and Kathleen Broderick
Sandra and Terry Brodof
Marla Brodsky
Sandra and J. Terry Broers
Stephen Bronack
Dan Brook
Dianne Brooks
Gary and Kathy Brooks
Nancy and Kinney Brooks
Terry and Gail Brooks
Janice Broome
Tol and Pam Broome
David and Sandra Broske
Brian and Angelia Brown
Cathey Brown
Christopher and Lori Brown
Claire and Allen Brown
Cynthia Brown
Dale and Janice Brown
DaShawn Brown
Donna Brown
Heather Brown
Jonisha and Eugene Brown
Karen Brown
Kimala Brown
Lanita Brown
Leighton and Martha Brown
Malgorzata Brown
Quentin Brown
Raymond and Mary Ann Brown
Robert and Beth Brown
Sallie Brown
Claire Browning
Jennifer Browning
Sandra Browning
Grey and Rob Brownlow
Rick and Pat Brownstein
Karen Broyhill
Sue and Bill Bruce
Dawn and Mark Bruner
Mark and Dawn Bruner
Tiffany Bruton
Billie Bryan
Christina Bryan
Heather and Thomas Bryant
Sharon Bryant
James and Benita Bryson
Mark and Lisa Bryson
Mary Anne Brzezowski
Christopher Brzozka
Steve and Anne Bucci
Lee and Tony Bucci
Jonathan Buchan
Christine Buchanan
Elizabeth Buchanan
Bruce and Lise Bucholtz
Kathleen and Russell Buck
Cynthia and Richard Buckler
Brianna Buckley
Charles Buckley and Susan Bednar
Leah Bugg
Sharon Bullard
Susan Bulloch and Nina Layton
Nelvia Arlisa and Todd Bullock
Jenny Bunn
Patti and Ronald Burak
Artellia Burch
Meagen Burelli
Emma Buresh
Loather and Marion Burger
Earle and Caroline Burgess
Keith and Glenda Burgh
Nicholle Burke
Paul Burkhart
Ella Burnett
Anthony and Morgan Burno
Clifford Burns
Patricia Burns
Jennifer Buseick
Robert Bush
Lucy Bush Carter
Kathryn and Ryan Butler
Lucy and Dean Butler
Patricia Butler
Donna Butterworth
Sharon and Frank Bynum
Emmett and Alice Byrd
John Byrd
Julie and Jonathan Byrne
Ashley Cafero
Robert Cahill
Craig and Christine Calcaterra
Anthony and Kristine Calderone
Erin and Jeremy Caldwell
Gretchen and David Caldwell
Robert and Rhea Caldwell
Darci Callahan
Roger and Sue Callahan
Shirley Callan
Rodrigo Camargos
Duke and Claudia Cameron
Joe and Linda Camp
Lewis and Crystal Camp
Chas Campbell
Scott and Robbie Campbell
Desiree Campbell
Frances Campbell
Ian Campbell
Jennifer Campbell
Derrick and Melissa Campbell
Thomas and Susan Campbell
Joe and Robin Canady
Sarah and Steven Cannon
Tammy Cannon
David and Janice Cantor
Sherry Cantrell
Fran Capel
Elizabeth Capitano
Janet Caponi
Anthony and Caprio
Caraccio Family Foundation
Debora Carey
Heidi Carias
Mike and Amy Effron
Terry and Kathy Efird
Tom and Caitlin Efthimiades
Michael and Jennifer Egues
Piper and Derrick Ehrhardt
Priscilla and Dan Eich
Timothy Eichinger
Julie and John Elder
Rachel Eldridge
Elizabeth Elisha
Darla Ellington
Charles and Julia Elliott
Maggie and Curtis Elliott
Kay Elliotte
Rachel and Jonathan Ellis
Douglas and Virginia Ellison
Jennifer Ellison
Leslie Elmore
Sara and Geoff Eloge
Salem and Rosemarie Elrahal
Pam and Dan Elsass
Meagin and Wayne Embrey
Mary and John Emerson
Shannon and Jeff Emery
Brian and Emily Emigh
Patricia Emma
Charlie and Shannon Emmanuel
Geraldine Emmert
John and Barbara Englert
Patricia English
Deborah and David Enna
Mike Epplen
Ed and Janet Ernst
Janice Ervin
Carol Erwin
Noel Estabrook
Joseph Estep
Frederick and Martha Eubank
Richard Eustice
Peggy Evans
Scott and Kris Evans
Takeema Evans
Katherine Everett
Pat C Everett
Cyndee Everman
Elizabeth Evers
Robert and Anita Ewing
Sarah Ezell
Lawrence and Karen Fabean
Lisa Fadero
Jeff and Elaine Fagan
Jennifer Fagan
Michael Faggart
Cameron Fahsel
Amanda Faist
Lemuel Falkner
Elna Falls
Doug and Patricia Faris
Denise and Malachy Farmer
Todd and Susan Farrell
Rebecca Farsaci
Carolyn Faulkner
Melissa Fazio
Jay and Rachel Feldman
Mark and Wendy Felker
Richard and Sherry Felkner
Thomas and Gail Fennimore
Ashley Fenton
Brett and Cindi Ferguson
Thomas and Kathryn Ferguson
Dorothy Ficker
Stephanie Fielder
Gerry and Kelly Fieseler
James Fieselman
Janelle Fights
Tim and Tina Finch
Sidney Finger
Peter and Carol Finnegan
Chris Finnison
Rowland and Susan Firth
Jane Fischer
Emma Fish
Anne and Tom Fisher
Brenda and Frank Fisher
Julie Fisher
Austin and Leah Fitch
Vince and Sue Fitzgerald
A. Fitzsimmons
Leila Flanagan
Timothy Flanagan
Lisa Fleck
Charlotte Fletcher
Karen Fletcher
Hank and Anne Flint
Roland and Linda Floan
Robert and Kaitlyn Florence
Mary Fluke
Patricia Fogarty
Frank and Leanne Fogle
Jim and Mary Folds
Kevin Foley
Alice Folger
Mitzi Folk
Jonathan Fongging
Sharon and Brian Foote
Patricia Forbes
Joseph and Lauren Forbidussi
Kelly Ford
Angie Forde
Cicely Forde
Robert and Erin Foreman
Eric Forfa
Katherine Forney
Megan Forrest
Eric and Joy Forster
Mark and Cynthia Forwerck
Casey Foster
Debra Foster
Douglas Foster
Neil Foto
Thomas Fowler
Suzie Fowler Barone
Arnold and Vickie Fox
Harper and Katherine Fox
William Fox
Cathy Francis
Melinda Francis
Desree Frasca
Wallace and Susan Fraser
Eric Fraz
Catherine and Franklin Frea
Norris Frederick
Katharine Freeman
Laura and J.Q. Freeman
Philip Freeman
Randi and Carletta Freeman
Trent Freiber
Ellen Freitas
Alan Frey
Jon Friday
Heidi Friedman
Alex Friedrich
Robert and Lyn Friend
Jennifer Frisina
Amy Fritsche
Christine Fritts
Martha Fry
Surassawadee Keopradit Fry
Thomas and Barbara Frye
Lisa Fuhrmann
Pattie and George Fulford
David and Karen Fuller
Richard and Jean Fuller
Jeanne and Robert Fuller
Joshua Fuller
Lennis Fuller
Ruth Fuller
William Fuller
Jon and Tyra Fullerton
Martha Fulton
Alex and Patricia Funderburg
Tim Funk
Landon and Finley Funsten
H Furches
Kym Furney
Patricia Furr
Owen and Harriet Furuseth
James Gabriel
Joanne Gabriel
Pearl Gabrielli
Cynthia Gadd
Homer Gaddis
Sylvia Gaines
Donna Galinsky
Arthur and Alice Gallagher
John and Laura Gallagher
Theresa and Galletta
Bryan and Chris Galloway
Chip Galloway
Peter and Arlis Galloway
Michael and Kimberly Galus
Leigh Gannon and Gary Smith
Darin Gantt
William Scott and Pamela Gantt
Joan and Howard Garbee
Christina Garcia
Justo and Robin Garcia
Samuel Gardner
Elsie Garfield
Ken and Sharon Garfield
Lori Garland
Meredith Garlington
Larry and Karen Garloch
David and Gyni Garner
Matthew Garrett
Will Garrett
John Garver, III and Marsha Garver
Robert and Michelle Galus
Marcia Gates
Denise Gatewood
Robert and Flossie Gatewood
Alicia and John Gaul
Anny Gaul
Alicia Gaul and John Gaul, III
Linda Gaunt
Melissa Gawaldo
Eugene and Kathleen Gazda
Benjamin and Diane Geer
Elizabeth and Robert Geers
Ann-Jeannette Geib and Phil Orfan
Muriel Gennari
Laura Genois
Joann Gensler
Kimberly Gensler
Lothar and Jane Genten
Daqwon Gentry
Russell George
Shari Georgoff
Ken Gepfert
Bryan Gerber
Marci Gerrish
Carol Geistwicki
Kristen Geye
William Gharst
Wendy Gibbons
Amy Gibson
Candice Gibson and Leslie Anderson
Ben and Lauren Gibson
Danielle Gier
Nathan and Martha Gilbert
Grant Gildehaus
Christopher and Elizabeth Gill
Leisa and Tom Gill
Ruth Ellen and Thold Gill
Tim and Joyce Gilland
Mary and Johnny Gillard
Mary Gillespie
Roland and Donna Gillis
W. Lawrence and Pat Gilmer
Patricia Gingrass
Bob and Sharon Ginty
Leslie Gipple
Robert and Jeana Gladstone
Dean Glasel
Christian Glasgow
Jill Glende
Catherine Glenn
Joe and Kim Glenn
Pastor Renea Glenn
Chioke and Crystal Glover
Joann and Russ Goddard
Kim Godley
Olga Golovleva
Mauricio Gomez and Catalina
Echeverry
Kathleen and Mark Gonzales
Karen Gonzalez
Narciso and Cheryl Gonzalez
Marcus and Bethany Gooch
Rosemary Goodman
Sue Gooley
Chris Gordon
Robert and Sherry Gordon
Roger Gore
Mark and Liza Gosnell
Nicholas Goulet
Karen and Jeff Graci
Cathy and Mike Grady
Betty Graham
Tandy and John Graham
William Graham
Fabian Gramer
Brosnan Granger
Lynn and Scott Grant
Sylvia Grantham
Herbert and Madeline Gravely
Gayline Graves
Adam Gray
W.P. and Elizabeth Gray
Sonya Gray
Taylor Gray
Terry Gray
James Grazick
Barrie Green
Paulette Green
Henrietta Greene
Kristi Greene
Mike and Susan Greene
Carol Greenwald
Colby Greenwood
Charles and Laura Greer
Julia Greer
Mary Gressette
Tina Grey
Paul and Cynthia Griebel
Barbara Grier
Cindy Grier
Brenda Griffin
David and Marlene Griffin
Martha Griffin
Mary Griffin
Jean Griffiths
Stephanie Grigg
Elizabeth Grillo
Dianne Grimm
Josh Grimm
Vitaly and Olga Grinberg
Emily Virginia Bradley Grisdale
Ruth Grissom
Janet Groce
Sheri and Hal Groce, III
Thomas and Megan Groll
Matthew Gromet and Phyllis Schultz
Betty Gross
Joel Grove and Jill Frederickson
Judith and Jake Grubbs
Hongyan Guan
Terri Guignard
Mark and Amanda Guile
Robert Guinn
Terry Guion
Barbara Guise
Phil and Barbara Guller
Frankie Gunnell
Nola and Andrew Gunnesch
David Gunter
Shirley Gunter
Jun Guo
Susan and Jay Gurbani
John and Paula Gurniak
Ross Gustafson
Mary Ellen and Joseph Gustainis
Mark Guthrie
Nancy Guy
Tiffany and James Guy
Tanya Guyatt and Frank Picciola
Dorothea Gyorody
Hoyt and Alison Hackney
Calvin and Joan Haggerty
Jerri and Eddie Haigler
William Hale
Christopher and Contrina Hall
David and Mary Hall
Jane and Richard Hall
John and Kathy Hall
Scott and Melissa Hall
Susan Halleland
Linda Haller
Carol and Phil Hamel
Fenley Hamilton
Rosanna Hamilton
James and Kerry Hamlen
Dennis and Kathryn Hammack
Caroline and Rob Hammad
Denita Hampton
John and Meg Hancock
Rick and Karen Hanebutt
Jack and Hankins
Ann Hankla
Autumn and Hanline
Melva Hanna
Marsha Hannah
Larry and Heidi Hannon
Sean and Lindsay Hannum
Michael and Renee Hansen
Ed and Stacy Haponik
Donald and Pamela Hardister
Christopher Harjes
Heather Harjes
John and Rachel Harjes
Henry and Catherine Harkey
Elizabeth Harlan
Warren Harmon
Jane Harper
Phyllis and Walt Harper
Sidney Harper
Virginia and William Harper
Katie and Todd Harrington
Martha Harrington
Mildred Harrington
Andrew and Laura Harris
Marcus Harris
Cam and Dee-Dee Harris
Gigi Harris
Martha Harris
Rachel Harris
Tim and Amy Harris
William and Clara Harris
Marcia Harris-Owens
Carolyn Harrison
Todd and Jonna Harrison
Elizabeth Hart
Suzanne Hart
Stephanie Hartman
Denise Hartmann and Ian Crancer
Mike and Camille Hartnett
Andrew and Nancy Harver
Holly Hassen
Sam and Carol Hatcher
Debra Hatley
Lisa Hatt
Douglas and Ramona Havas
Maralon Haviland
Grant and Nancy Hawgood
Jane Hay-Vance
JP Hayden and Christi Hart
Ashley and Reid Hayes
Daniel and Sandra Hayes
Todd and Jane Hayes
Ken and Sara Haynes
Meg Haynes
Allen and Sue Heafner
James and Rita Healy
Dana Hedgepeth
Cheryl Heedick
Terri Hefner
Barbara Heilig
Amy Heilman
Stephen and Diane Hein
Rod and Halsten Heintz
William Heisey
Patty and Joe Hejney
James Helmbrecht
Louis and Coral Helms
June Helsabeck
Richard and Jane Helwig
Kelly Hemmings
James and Patty Henderlite
Anne Henderson
David Henderson
Wai Ming Henderson
Gail and Daniel Henderson-Belsito
Rocky and MaryAnn Hendrick
Sharon Hendrickson
Tal and Sarah Hendrix
Martin Henegar
Linda and Charlie Henley
Colleen Heptig
C. Herbert
Thomas and Barbara Herczeg
Helen Herlocker
Gerald and Rosalyn Herman
Ron and Sharon Herman
Kristin Hernandez
Carter Herndon
Jed Herrmann
Mark and Tammy Herrmann
Mallory Heslep
Christopher Hessenius
Ann Hester and Chris Fialko
Beverly Hester
James and Cynthia Heyward
Carter and Julia Hice
John and Barbara Highfill
Sandra Highsmith
Susan and Patrick Hilger
James and Frances Hill
Jay Hill
Katherine Taylor Hill
Rachel Hill and Holly Henderson
Richard Hill
Robin and Mike Hill
Roslyn Hill
George Philip Hillen
Andrew and Mara Hiller
John Hillery and Diane Hillery
David and Susan Hines
Shalitha Hinton
Jonathan Hipp
Audrey Hitt
James Hobbs
Tony Hodge
Melissa Hodges
Sam Hodges
Laurie Hofer
John Hoffman
Gail Hoffmann
Jane and Arnold Hoffmann
Mark and Beverly Hogan
Brian Hogan
Courtney Hogan
Dennis Hogan
John Hogan
Lane Holbert
Haley Holbrook
Katherine Holbrook
Mike and Rebecca Holcomb
Kathleen Holder
Andrea Holland
Lakita Holland
Holly and Aaron Hollar
Ellen Holliday and Ted Fillette
Mark and Judy Hollis
Anne Hollowell
Carey Holman
Nicole Holmqvist
Jennifer Holshouser
Blair and Holt
Jessica Holt
Nancy and Freddy Holtkamp
Lori and Michael Honeycutt
Roberta Hong
Melanie Hood
Tami Hood
Kristina Hoops
Dawn Hoover
Scott and Carol Hoover
Jean Hopkins
Mary Horn
Laura Horsky
Barbara Horstmann
Brian and Horton
Michael Horton and Angela
Donaldson-Horton
Stephen and Kathy Horvath
Jamy and Michael Houck
Kristen Houser
Charla and Michael Houston
Beverly Howard
Cleave Howard
Edith Crystal Howard
John and Starr Howard
Ross and Jennifer Howard
Leon and Dianne Howe
Julie Howell
Kenneth Howey
H. Clayton Howze and Robin Deans
Bob and Nancy Hubbard
Wanda Hubicki
Edith Hudson
Sarah Hudson
Mary Lou Hudspeth
Catherine Huemmer
Peter and Jennifer Huff
Genie Hufham
James and Susan Hughes
Jeffrey and Karen Hughes
Laura Hughes
Renee Hughes
Susan and Mark Hughes
David Huizenga
Janice Hull
Betsy Humphries
Edna Huneycutt
Betty Hunter
James and Catherine Hunter
Elizabeth Hunter
Jane Hunter
Mike and Tricia Hunter
Walter Hunter
Pam Huntley
Dawn Hurlbert
Mark and Janie Hurley
Mark and Jolynn Hurley
Dena and Andrew Hurst
Brian and Robin Hussey
Amy Hutch
Harold Hutchinson
Kimberly Hyde
Sam and Marcia Ilardo
Kara Inderlin
Chaquenia and Patricia Ingram
Robert and Bev Inskeep
Anna Insolia
Megan and Bryan Irvin
George and Irvin
Katie and Irwin
Stephanie Isbell
Julie Isgrigg
Karunya and Amelia Isukapalli
Susie Iten
Margaret Iuliano
Mary Ivey
Graydon and Cheney Jackson
Amy Jacobs
David Jacobs and Rosalyn
Allison-Jacobs
Marcie Jacobs
Valerie Jacobs
Adam and Sarah Jacques
Amanda Jaffe
Victoria Jaus
Lincoln and Susan Jayson
Carol and Jegou
Gina Jenkins
Jack and Deborah Jenkins
James and Charlene Jenkins
James Jenkins, III
Johnny and Jacqueline Jenkins
Keri Jensen
Dominic Jephcott
Junyi Jiang
Elaine Jimenez
Emily Johansson
Jaclyn and Allen John
Carl and Jean Johnson
David and Lily Johnson
David and Susan Johnson
E. Lee Johnson
James and Dawn Johnson
Libbie Johnson
Margaret Johnson
Martha and Johnson
Monica Johnson
Nichole Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Susan Johnson
Terry Johnson
Valerie Johnson
Winston Johnson
Jane Johnston
Stephen and Araminta Johnston
Dianna Jolly
Lex and Rebecca Jones
Andrew and Anne Jones
Ben and Michelle Jones
Patrick and Cathy Jones
Dave and Jean Jones
Jeff and Rachel Jones
Jeff and Tracey Jones
Jennifer and Greg Jones
Joseph and Deborah Jones
Judy Jones
Keisha Jones
Kenneth and Emily Jones
Steve and Lori Jones
Martha Jones
Scott and Melissa Jones
Renee Jones
Reuben Jones
Tina and Gary Jones
Donna Jordan
Michael and Anne Jordan
Patricia Jordan
Claire Joseph
Faith Josephs
Patricia Joslin
Billy and Kathy Joy
William and Joyce
Ken and Shirley Joyner
Nancy and Reid Joyner
TiAngel Joyner
Ayanna Julian
Lynn Jurcsek
Mauricio Jurin and Natalia Wang
Kathryn and Peter Justis
Gaya Myers and Elliot Kahan
Andrew Kalchik
Ben Kalra
Brittany Kambur
Denise Kantner
Jason and Jocelyn Kaplan
Laurie Kaplan
Noemi Kaplan
Ken Karably
Margaux and Adam Karagosian
Ana Karim
Steven Karner
Harry and Katherine Karr
Kurt and Charlotte Karriker
Marcia Karriker
Chris and Colleen Karvetski
Katherine and Kaspar
Grace Kattenhorn
Gene and Helen Katz
The Robert L. Katz and Christina H. Otto Fund
Ashley and David Kaufman
Lee Kayser
Walter Kearns
Kathryn Keels
Susan Keene
Robert and Chris Keener
Amy and Tyler Keister
Mary Keith
Mark Kekevian
Eleanor Kelley
Lisa Kelley
Pam Kelley and Trent Foley
Ron and Penny Kelley
Kevin and Sue Kelly
Michael and JoAnn Kelly
Pat and June Kelly
Pat and Lele Kelly
Walter and Beth Kelly
Melinda Kelner
Ronald Kemp
Max and Emily Kennedy
Kelly and Kennedy
Louise Kennedy
Wes Kenney
Michael Kent and Diane Kent
Pamela and Edward Kershner
Larry and Debbie Ketchum
Mark and Emily Ketchum
Roger Ketchum and Wendy Ketchum
Stephen Kidd
Aleatha Kieffer
Valerie Kight
Hyonah Kim
Fredda Kimball
Sheila Kimbro
Anna Kinast
Irene King and Andres Pico
Jason King
Patrick and Patricia King
Stephanie King
Matt and Martha Kinney
Phil and Gale Kinney
Anita Kirby
Budd Kirby and Michael Cooper
Robby and Jacquie Kirby
Angela Kirsch
William Kiser
Jennifer Kissiah
Maureen Kivney
Dora and Larry Klaus
Greg and Alesa Klein
Joan Klein
Shane and Stephanie Klein
Daryl and Jeanine Kleinhessle link
Sara Klemmer
Nathan and Brooke Kline
Lisa and Jeff Kline
Stephen and Malia Kline
Brian and Jill Klinger
Doris and Peter Klobuchar
Ariana Klotz
Michael and Gook Knapp
Susan Knapp
Joe and Karen Knauff
Jeffrey and Catherine Kneisl
Elainna Knicely
George and Constance Knight
John and Ardis Koch
Jean Kochick
Jon Kocmond
Vincent Koehler
Phyllis Koenig
Daphne Koenigsberg
Christian and Renu Kohlmann
Steve Kolasinski
John and Sarah Komisn
Amy Konrath
Waldon and Susan Kooiman
Bill and Barbara Kouri
Aparna and Suresh Kovur
Scott and Charlene Kozloff
Reed and Kristin Kracke
Nicholas and Caroline Kraich
Bryan Krakker
Jack and Linda Kramer
Kayla and Colin Krasen
Stacy and Garrett Krause
Richard and Melissa Kraycir
Bart and Christine Kreps
Abby Krigsman
Peter Krug
Curtis and Tracey Krumel
Angel and Walter Kuchinski
Stephanie Kuhns
Caitlin Kummer
Vincent Kuntz
Shawn LaBelle
Jason LaBonte
Cindy and Gary LaBrosse
Sharon Lachow-Blumberg and Mark Blumberg
James and Tonya Lackey
Philip and Victoria Lackey
Janine Lafferty
Kelly LaForge
Pamela L LaForty
Sherry Lail
Janette and Joseph Lakas
Ramakrishnan Lakshmiraj and Deepalakshmi Govindraj
Thomas Lamar
Clonnie Lambert
Rosemary Lambert
Mary Lambeth
Patricia Lambright
Karin Lamperski
Mike Lampson
Andy Lancaster
Harry Lancaster and Jane Henderson
Angus and Margaret Lander
Carol Lander
Heather Lane
Nancy and Carroll Lane
Robin and Gary Lane
Sabrina and Charles Lane
Katherine and Thomas Lane
Amanda Lang
Patricia Langan
Janet Lanier
Joel Lanik
Melissa Lankford
Barbara Lansche
Charles Lansden
Tammy Lansden
Glenda Lanz-Sallee
Rosemarie Lappin
Michael and Carolyn Laraway
Carole Lash
Fred and Liz Lassiter
Tracy Lassiter
Julia Lathan
Laura Latham
Lynn Lau
Greg and Kelley Laughton
Jonathan and Sherry Launt
Benjamin and Catherine Laurenzi
Timothy Laurio
Camilla Lawrence
Earl and Elizabeth Lawrimore
James and Victoria Lawson
Rebecca and Steve Laxton
Patty and Laystrom
Dejan Lazic
Matthew and Laura Leach
Thomas and Cindy Leap
Joyce Leatherwood
Ruth and Timothy Leaycraft
Jessica and Eric Leckner
Marie and Will Leclair
Karen Leddy
Dallas and Mary Lucas Lee
Elizabeth Lee
John Lee
Sandra Lee
Stacey Lee
Kendal and Derrick Leeson
John and Jan Leeth
Steven and Norma Lefler
Mike and Amy Leggat
Keith Lehr
Melinda Lein
Susan and John Lemmon
Patrick and Lemons
Marguerite Lengermann
Christopher Lenihan and Meredith
Snapp
Deanna Lenker
Andrew and Keri Lennon
George Leonard
Sue LePage
Benjamin and Anna Lescot
Tammie and Lou Lesesne
Tracy Leslie
Kerry Lettrich
Michelle and Laura Levasseur
David and Ann Levine
Julie Lerner Levine
Hal and Holly Levinson
Janie and Gary Levinson
Ronald and Shelly Levy
Jeffrey and Susan Lew
Amanda Lewis and Bennett Henkel
Eric and Lewis
Hugh and Barbara Lewis
John and Connie Lewis
Joseph and Teresa Lewis
Julie Lewis and Charles Lewis
Brian and Lovetta Lewis
Lynn Lewis
Nancy Lewis
Todd Lewis
Matt and Nicky Libel
Corinne and Stephen Liberatore
Evelyn Liles
Janet Lilley
Christopher Lilly
Kevin and Kathryn Lilly
Brian Limes
John Lincoln
Susan Linderman
Ardele Lindler
Nancy and Richard Lindsey
Neil Liner
George and Linda Lинфors
Cheryl and Charles Lingenfelter
Mark and Diane Lingle
John and Jamie Linker
Nina Lipton
Keith and Liscinsky
Christine and Lisk
William Lisnerski
Todd Listwa
Sarah and Alex Litt
Andy and Jennifer Little
Calann Little
Justin and Deborah Little
Stacey Littlejohn
Nancy Lively
Marcia and Sam Llardo
Nancy Locharly
Sidney Lockaby
Elizabeth Loeber
Ana Logan
Susan Lohr
Paula Lombardi
Paul and Miriam Londry
Linda and Bud Long
Marshall B Long
Robyn Long
John and Priscilla Longhine
Marie Lopes Barreto
Damaso and Frances Lopez
Cherinne Lord
Judi and Chip Lord
William Lorenz and Carol Lorenz
Thomas and Margarita Lorenzo
Brooke Loucks
Trey and Loughran
Grace Love
Debbie and Jack Love
James and Lea Love
Frank Lowe, III
Paul and Virginia Lowry
Suzane Lowry
Fleming Loyd
Jennie and Louis Loyd
Cathy and Lynn Lucas
Perry Lucas
Rachel Luce
Clevie and Shirley Luckadoo
Dorothy Luke
Robert and Catherine Lum
Dickson Lupo
Susan Lydon
John and Kristie Lyerly
Richard and Janet Lyman
Allan Lynch
Shelley Lyttele
Stephen and Susan Lyttle
Al Maas
James Mabon
Lindsey MacConnie
Erika and Adam Macielinski
Camille and John Mack
Randall and Carol Mack
Martha Mackey
Thomas Maddox
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